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Within the territorial boundaries of the Islamic State’s (IS) ‘caliphate’, women were largely
confined to the domestic sphere. Their roles centred on support to militant husbands and the
ideological upbringing of children. The physical collapse of IS’ proto-state marks a significant
turning point in women’s commitment and activism for the group. Many IS-affiliated women
are now indefinitely detained within Kurdish-run camps in North-eastern Syria. The harsh
living conditions therein have fostered ideological divides. While some show signs of
disillusionment with IS’ ‘caliphate’ dream, others have sought to re-impose its strictures. This
paper contributes to the understanding of women’s roles across the lifespan of the Islamic
State, and the efficacy of independent female activism to facilitate the group’s physical
recovery. It argues that IS’ post-territorial phase has brought greater autonomy and
ideological authority to individual hard-line detainees. However, beyond the camps, women’s
influence and ability to realise IS’ physical resurgence remains practically limited and
dependent on male leadership.
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Introduction
The loss of Baghouz in March 2019 marked the long-awaited territorial collapse of
Islamic State’s (IS, or ISIS) ‘caliphate’.1 As a result, Kurdish forces in Syria captured
thousands of its remaining fighters and supporters, with many occupying camps such
as al-Hol.2 Though once effective to initially detain and process IS-affiliated persons,
the population of such camps now far exceeds maximum capacity. As of September
2019, al-Hol alone holds over 68,000 people, 94 percent of whom are women and
children.3 As states struggle to reach conclusions or consensus on the long-term fate
of detainees,4 enduring commitment to IS and its cause remains of critical concern.
IS recruited women on an unprecedented scale. Adult females represent up to 16
percent of foreign nationals who travelled to join the group in Iraq and Syria, together
with unknown numbers of locals.5 Consistent with the peaks and troughs of IS control,
the roles of women within its ranks have developed. This paper examines the
evolution of female IS members’ ideological commitment, adopted roles, and
independent activism. Shifting from the ‘caliphate’ to Kurdish-run camps in Northeastern Syria, developments in the status of its female members provide insight into
how IS may navigate its post-territorial phase and potential recovery.

Inside the Caliphate: IS’ Ideals
At the peak of governance over its proto-state, IS sought to control all aspects of life
within its territory. Ideologically justified through its strict interpretation of shariʿa
law, its influence in both the public and private spheres resulted in disproportionate
regulation of women’s lives. At the centre of IS’ policies were a set of gendered norms
and expectations—in particular, its vision of womanhood.
IS’ male mujāhidīn are often depicted as ‘lions’. Their virility is lauded as the key to
their battlefield successes to overcome weaker and ideologically inferior enemies.
Conversely—across IS’ public propaganda, internal documentation, and the
testimonies of its supporters—is the image of an ideal woman as a symbol of purity,
chastity, and modesty. Most prominently, this is manifested in a series of dress and
behavioural codes designed to safeguard women’s honour and end “debauchery
resulting from [women’s] grooming and overdressing”.6 In fact, billboards instructing
women to wear the mandated Shariʿī attire were among the first signs of IS’ territorial
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governance in 2013.7 With time, women’s bodies were entirely erased. The stipulated
dress code—issued by the group’s ‘Virtue and Vice Committee’—evolved from the
niqāb to eventually incorporate long gloves, socks, and a thick, twin-layered covering
over the entire face, including the eyes.8 Even women’s voices were considered ʿawra
[intimate], and were to be lowered but not flirtatiously soft.9 As a result, women were
prohibited from being in the company of unrelated men, and were largely absent from
the group’s propaganda.
Violations of IS’ behavioural codes were met with punishments meted out by the
group’s morality policing brigades. Sentences ranged from lashing for inappropriate
attire to death by stoning for adultery.10 Though extreme to external onlookers, for IS
supporters—including women—such strict implementation of shariʿa law contributed
to the group’s appeal and legitimacy.11 Indeed, the social media accounts of some
muhājirāt (foreign female travellers to IS) reveal that enforced modesty in the
‘caliphate’—as opposed to experiences of discrimination and harassment in their
countries of origin—contributed to their joining the group.12 In January 2015, the alKhansāʾ Brigade (one of IS’ all-female policing units) published its manifesto—
reinterating the ideological justifications for the group’s policies. Its central argument
was that foreign states had failed Muslim women. First, women were not free to wear
the modest Islamic dress; thus, their honour was under constant threat outside of the
‘caliphate’. Second, Western feminism and ‘emasculated’ men had forced women to
earn a living through corrupt employment, thereby leaving the safety of the domestic
sphere and suffering contact with unrelated men. 13 Conversely, IS’ vision of
womanhood is centred on a model of hyperfemininity, manifested in “Heavenly […]
sedentariness, stillness and stability” that is protected and fulfilled in the private
sphere.14
According to IS, women’s rightful place is in the home. Public outings should be
restricted to only necessary instances, as these constitute a distraction from women’s
domestic responsibilities.15 Rather than a restriction of freedom, IS framed this ruling
as a positive return to women’s fundamental roles as wife and mother. Practically,
marriage and childbirth contribute to populating the proto-state. Yet, more
importantly, women were entrusted with educating their children in the group’s
ideals and ideological tenets, thus raising IS’ future leaders, fighters, and supporters.
An IS pamphlet, entitled “Sister’s Role in Jihad,” advises mothers to read bedtime
stories of fighters and martyrs; to encourage target practice through archery and play
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with toy guns; and to educate them in the correct targets for violence.16 Indeed, in
the eleventh issue of Dabiq, the group’s English-language e-magazine, Umm
Sumayyah al-Muhājirah (reportedly a female author) penned an article entitled, “To
Our Sisters: A Jihād Without Fighting”.17 The author directly addressed the reader: “So
have you understood, my Muslim sister, the enormity of the responsibility that you
carry? […] [T]he Ummah of ours [is] a body made of many parts, but the part that […]
is most effective in raising a Muslim generation is the part of the nurturing mother”.18
Large images of young pre-pubescent boys dressed in IS military fatigues feature
throughout the five-page article. Thus IS repeatedly emphasises that women play a
vital role in the indoctrination and education of children as guardians of the group’s
future.
At the peak of its governance, IS instituted a strict sex-segregation policy throughout
its territory. This required every woman to be accompanied at all times by a maḥram
(male guardian), in order to protect her from unwanted attention or contact with
other men.19 However, this also presented opportunities for women’s activism inside
the ‘caliphate’. Within IS’ extensive bureaucratic infrastructure, women were
required to adopt public-facing roles such as doctors, nurses, teachers,
administrators, and even internal security officers. Furthermore, women enrolled
within the female ḥisbah (religious police) brigades enjoyed exclusive privileges. They
were trained to use weapons; were permitted to drive and earn a wage; and could
patrol the streets without a maḥram.20 However, it is important to emphasise that
despite these freedoms, the brigades functioned under a predominantly male
leadership structure.21 In the context of a strictly sex-segregated society, all-female
units provided unfettered access to a segment of the population that would otherwise
remain off-limits. As such, although this may empower individuals who seek an outlet
for activism beyond the domestic sphere, such roles remain of strategic benefit to IS
at an organisational level.
The most significant—and contentious—development in women’s activism for IS is
their involvement in combat. Some researchers maintain that female combatants
would physically and symbolically threaten IS’ power system.22 Others acknowledge
the possibility, but note that even in an officially declared stage of ‘defensive jihad’
women’s militarisation remains rare and exceptional. 23 Throughout most of IS’
‘caliphate’ years, battlefield operations were a man’s game. IS repeatedly refused
female supporters’ calls for engagement in qitāl (fighting), instead redirecting them
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to auxiliary roles. 24 However, some analysts have observed that, when faced with
territorial losses and imminent military defeat, IS was forced to concede this critical
policy on which it once stood firm.25 The most salient turning point came in October
2017, when IS openly called for women to participate in jihad.26 Debates ensue as to
whether this represents a dawning of gender equity and female empowerment within
IS or purely responded to tactical necessity.27 Though granted the ‘right to fight’, its
justification was framed in highly gendered terms. In the group’s first official video
evidence in February 2018, a female combatant was described as a ‘chaste mujāhid
woman journeying to her lord with the garments of purity and faith, seeking revenge
for her religion and for the honour of her sisters’.28 Women’s participation in violence
is thus legitimised through the defence of their collective honour, and also serves to
shame men into action.
Despite on-going debate surrounding IS’ reasoning for female combat, what is certain
is that it represented a significant shift in the visualisation of IS women. The
aforementioned propaganda video was the first explicit depiction of women’s
activism, providing detailed voice-over to accompany slow-motion footage. This shift
in women’s roles was a bold statement that IS did not brush over quickly. Instead, it
presented solid evidence of women’s battlefield experience and weapons training.
This was further reinforced in videos that emerged from Baghouz, where women
were clearly seen fighting alongside men to defend IS’ last enclave.29 Irrespective of
their defeat, IS successfully communicated the physical and ideological threat that
captured female fighters now pose.

Conquering the Camps: Women’s Continued
Activism
IS’ loss of territory presents a further potential turning point in women’s roles. As
women and children constitute the majority of residents in Kurdish-run camps in
Syria, power has shifted from IS’ predominantly male leadership. Although the group
continues to release propaganda through its online channels, segregated detention
has provided IS-affiliated women with greater autonomy to initiate their own forms
of activism. Developments in women’s attitudes and actions for IS provide insight into
the viability of the group’s resurgence in a post-territorial context.
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Moving from the Baghouz battlefields, camp life has largely reverted women’s roles
to the domestic sphere. Having lost its ‘caliphate’, IS is no longer ideologically or
practically in a position to support female militarism. Thus, inside the camps, women’s
responsibilities have re-centred on caring for dependent minors. For older children,
this includes education. By June 2019, UNICEF had established three learning centres
within al-Hol, reaching 5,500 of the 23,000 resident school-age children.30 Challenges
include shortages of space, teachers, and resources, as well as students’
multilingualism. However, some women explicitly refuse to send their children to
these schools on account of their secular education.31 As previously encouraged in IS’
centralised e-magazines and pamphlets, 32 supportive women now work
independently to raise the next generation of the group’s adherents. Footage from
al-Hol indicates continued ideological indoctrination of children led by female IS
supporters. In July, a video showed a group of children—predominantly boys—
gathered around a makeshift IS flag raised from a lamppost. Boys hold up their index
fingers while shouting “bāqiyya” [remaining], from IS’ slogan “remaining and
expanding”.33 In the foreground, a crowd of women cheered. Other reports from alHol have also observed young children playing with homemade toy guns or even
designing IS paraphernalia.34 Importantly, many of these children are too young to
have attended IS’ schools and training camps, the majority of which closed in 2017.
‘Home-schooling’ in IS’ ideology is thus critical to instil the group’s ideals in young
minds, and mothers have proven to be effective messengers.
Irrespective of absent male leadership, pro-IS women within Kurdish-run camps
continue to implement the group’s strictures and have organically started to police
other residents’ dress and behaviour. Though a continuation in ideals and function of
IS’ al-Khansāʾ and Umm al-Rayān Brigades, their structural independence signals a
shift in women’s ideological entrepreneurship. Inappropriate dress or behaviour
deemed “impious” is met with physical punishment. Offences include improper attire,
renouncing support for IS, and engagement with aid-workers, lawyers, or journalists.
Residents have reported that pro-IS women have brandished knives, thrown stones,
and even burned down 128 tents in the first weeks of September 2019. 35 Most
recently, one woman was killed and seven injured during clashes with camp security,
as one detainee brandished a smuggled pistol. This skirmish was prompted by
resistance to the “sentence” of lashings for women who refused to attend informal
Qur’anic courses.36 These acts are not confined to al-Hol. An Iraqi woman in nearby
al-Roj camp was “barred from communicating with her neighbors after she removed
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her veil”. 37 Within IS’ former territory, development of the female ḥisbah units
allowed for continued policing and regulation of women’s behaviour without
infringement on the group’s strict sex-segregation policy. Then, IS policed a version of
womanhood—chaste, pure, and modestly [fully] covered—that was created by men.
Now, within the camps, women’s organic activism demonstrates their internalisation
of the group’s ideals, and continued implementation of IS’ policies without male
directorship.
Multiple reports have identified the “Baghūziāt” (women liberated in IS’ final stand)
to be the most militant and fearsome enforcers of IS’ strictures.38 Although many
civilians were swept up and even used as human shields throughout IS’ territorial
decay, the group’s most hard-line supporters—men and women—stood firm until the
final battle.39 With male IS members detained elsewhere and contact almost entirely
severed, a new post-territorial hierarchy is emerging. The longest-serving female
members now act as enforcement officers of the group’s dress and conduct codes.
This has created divides among the camp community. For some, liberation from IS’
caliphate has sadly failed to grant their freedom. For others, it is an opportunity to
enforce shariʿa law even within ‘infidel’ territory. In some cases, the pursuance of
justice has escalated to brutal killings.40 Mirroring IS’ principles and judicial practices,
individuals who betray the group are deemed ‘apostates’—a crime punishable by
death. Though the women have erected their own shariʿa ‘court’ modelled on IS’
judicial system, supporters have criticised the validity of their actions, particularly
recent executions. A post on Telegram explicitly chastised killings by “sisters [who]
have taken the law into their own hands”. 41 Though ideologically devout women
continue to uphold IS’ ideals within the camps, their activism has begun to exceed the
parameters of female roles and authority from the ‘caliphate’ era.
Although much of the camp violence is conducted under the cover of darkness, IS’
post-territorial phase has necessitated and enhanced women’s visual prominence.
While women were largely excluded from propaganda produced by IS’ central media
outlets, female supporters now initiate their own online campaigns. Launched in June
2019, a group of women claiming to be detained in al-Hol camp issued videos and
letters in Arabic, German, and English under the title ‘Justice for Sisters’. Holding up
cardboard signs reading “Free Prisoners. Your sisters in al-Hol”, the women criticise
life under the ‘kuffār’ (infidels), noting shortages of water, food, and electricity, as
well as poor sanitation and healthcare.42 Indeed, up to 240 preventable child deaths
have been documented in al-Hol camp. 43 Importantly, inequalities between the
muhājirāt and local Iraqis and Syrians were highlighted. Foreign IS female detainees
are held in a segregated area known as the ‘Annexe’, which is fenced off and guarded.
These women are considered a greater security threat, and thus face tighter
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restrictions within the camp. Foreigners are prohibited from using mobile phones or
making purchases through the Hawala alternative money transfer system, and their
access to markets for food and vital supplies is limited.44
The campaign is not simply to raise awareness; it is a call to action. In one video a
woman states: “We feel forgotten and abandoned by the Ummah. Wallahi one cannot
really represent our situation in this small text. For months we have not received any
help from our brothers”.45 The women position themselves as victims of injustice,
calling on their male ‘brothers’ to rescue them. This was reinforced by a recent audio
message released by IS’ central al-Furqān Media outlet. In the 30-minute recording,
IS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi chastises supporters’ negligence of Muslim sisters held
in “prisons of humiliation run by Crusaders and their Shia followers”.46 Though the
women demonstrate agency in the creation and dissemination of the campaign,
dependence on their male counterparts reinforces the physical and ideological
default to male leadership. Linked to the videos are details of several Paypal
Moneypool accounts to receive donations, which have collectively raised more than
€3,000.47 Similar crowdfunding campaigns provide funds to free female detainees. AlQaeda supporters in Idlib even launched a “Free the Female Prisoners” campaign, and
in July 2019 announced the successful escape of a fourth woman from al-Hol.48 This
coincided with the release of another video of women reportedly inside the camp,
who stated, “You think you have us imprisoned in your rotten camp. But we are a
ticking bomb”.49 Although fully covered, these videos signal a further advance in the
visualisation of IS-affiliated women, enabled by their command of both the cameras
and campaigns. However, the women’s presentation is framed through a prominent
victimhood narrative. Although more vocal, the female detainees remain in limbo.
Their reliance upon—and deferment to—the group’s male leadership reinforces their
physical and ideological inability to independently lead an IS resurgence.

Camps: Incubation or Incapacitation?
The conditions of the camps—much like the ‘caliphate’—are divisive. Those who left
IS’ final enclave largely fall into two opposing groups. For some, military defeat has
implanted doubts or disillusionment towards IS’ cause. For others, targeting and
eradication of the ‘caliphate’ confirms IS’ message of a ‘war against Islam’. For foreign
women in particular, governments’ policies of inaction or refusal of return has led to
feelings of abandonment and further resentment. Facilitated repatriation has been
slow to start and now piecemeal at best.50 Some women have explicitly denounced
their affiliation to IS, or even denied volition in their initial involvement with the
group, in the hope of clearance to return to their countries of origin.51 The effects of
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indefinite detention by Kurdish authorities must therefore be analysed in this context.
Dire living conditions and human rights violations at the hands of IS’ enemies inhibits
the rehabilitation of women who would otherwise be open to abandoning the
cause. 52 Despite their ideological disillusionment or even active opposition, their
proximity to hard-line IS supporters and continued persecution in Kurdish detention
may fuel grievances that frame the group as the only remaining positive, defensive
force.53
A recent report from the US Department of Defense concluded that the “residents of
al Hol and other, smaller IDP camps [are] potentially susceptible to ISIS messaging,
coercion, and enticement”.54 Within this setting, the messengers are predominantly
female. The unprecedented scale of IS’ proto-state afforded women roles beyond the
domestic sphere and satisfied individual quests for empowerment. Yet, within the
camps, women enjoy greater visual presence and influence among fellow detainees
and IS’ virtual followers. With regard to pro-IS women’s ideological commitment, the
collapse of the physical caliphate has failed to deter hard-line supporters, and even
presented opportunities for greater engagement in the cause. Evidenced by the above
examples of pro-IS activism, ideologically devout female detainees exploit their
surrounding conditions to reinforce commitment of sceptics and even sow new seeds
of extremism in young minds. Although IS has lost territorial control, women are
leading the charge to keep the ‘caliphate’ dream alive. However, there are practical
limitations. Women’s physical internment, coupled with highly gendered messaging,
has reinforced the dependence on male leadership to facilitate IS’ territorial
resurgence. Although not the end of women’s activism, leadership and physical
conquest of the ‘caliphate’ remains dependent on male authority.

…………………………………………………………………………………….
52 The

Soufan Group, “Open Letter from National Security Professionals to Western Governments: Unless We Act
Now, the Islamic State Will Rise Again,” 11 September, 2019. Available at: https://thesoufancenter.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/09/FTF-Open-Letter.pdf, accessed 18 September, 2019.
53 Hassan Hassan, My Young Cousin Fled the Bombs … Only to be Held in a Camp Alongside Isis Supporters, The
Guardian, 14 September, 2019, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/sep/14/my-young-cousin-fled-thebombs--only-to-be-held-in-al-hawl-camp-alongside-isis-supporters?CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other, accessed 17
September, 2019.
54 US Department of Defense, Operation Inherent Resolve: Lead Inspector General Report to the United States
Congress, (Washington DC: Department of Defense, 6 August, 2019), p.20. Available at:
https://media.defense.gov/2019/Aug/06/2002167167/-1/-1/1/Q3FY2019_LEADIG_OIR_REPORT.PDF, accessed 17
September, 2019.
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